Motivation Motivation
Collision frequency independent of electron velocity Collision frequency independent of electron velocity Some types conserve particle number and energy Some types conserve particle number and energy
Lorentz collision operator ( Lorentz collision operator ( e e --i i collisions only) collisions only)
Represents pitch Represents pitch--angle scattering of electrons off ions angle scattering of electrons off ions Collision frequency dependent on electron velocity Collision frequency dependent on electron velocity Particle number and energy conserved Particle number and energy conserved
Inertial Results Inertial Results

Kinetic Results Kinetic Results
Discussion Discussion
Electron physics is different in the two regimes. Electron physics is different in the two regimes.
In the kinetic regime, high energy electrons are able In the kinetic regime, high energy electrons are able to to thermalize thermalize in presence of parallel electric field. in presence of parallel electric field. In the inertial regime, cold electrons and ions are In the inertial regime, cold electrons and ions are treated treated ballistically ballistically . Parallel E accelerates electrons . Parallel E accelerates electrons and ions in opposite directions. Collisions impede and ions in opposite directions. Collisions impede this process. this process.
Regarding the Lorentz model Regarding the Lorentz model
Technically, no derivation exists that explicitly shows Technically, no derivation exists that explicitly shows that this model is valid in the purely damping case. that this model is valid in the purely damping case. Possibly inelastic collisions due to radiated power Possibly inelastic collisions due to radiated power loss loss
Summary Summary
Careful measurements of the phase velocity and Careful measurements of the phase velocity and damping of dispersive damping of dispersive Alfv Alfv é é n n waves as a function of k waves as a function of k ┴ ┴ have been made. have been made. In kinetic regime, the best agreement occurs when In kinetic regime, the best agreement occurs when effects of electron collisions are not included. In the effects of electron collisions are not included. In the inertial regime, collisions modeled with any of the inertial regime, collisions modeled with any of the Krook Krook collision operators are essential. collision operators are essential. Further work can be done in characterizing the role of Further work can be done in characterizing the role of collisions over the transition from the kinetic to inertial collisions over the transition from the kinetic to inertial regime. Additionally, the role of operation in the regime. Additionally, the role of operation in the discharge vs. the afterglow can be examined. discharge vs. the afterglow can be examined. Gyrokinetic Gyrokinetic simulations can be used to numerically simulations can be used to numerically simulate dispersion experiments and incorporate more simulate dispersion experiments and incorporate more realistic realistic collisional collisional models. models.
